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BE AN UPSTANDER!!

Be An
Upstander
!

Sadly, several
schools still
have bullying,
but you can be
an Upstander to
stop the
bullying.

Upstander

Victim

Bystander
Bully
STOP!!!
That’s
not
nice!

Hey
loser!

By Jamie Lyn Earley & Nathan Andolina
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By Brendan
Huang, Irene
Cranston and
Emma Cook

Instrument
of the issue
The Violin

The violin is
in the string
family.

This is what the
violin looks like.

One violin
player,
Killian Beck
says that “It
feels nice
playing in a
orchestra,
cause you’re
not alone,
and if you
make a
mistake the
audience
can’t hear
you.”

The bow is
what you
use to play
the violin.

Rosin is used to
make sure that the
bow doesn’t slip off
the string!

Violin strings

The violin
often gets
confused with
the viola,
another
string
instrument,
because they
are almost
the same size.
They look the
same, and
they both are
held the same
way.
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Math Tips &
In kindergarten you are just learning how to count and add numbers. Here
is a word problem that uses adding and counting. Josh has 3 pencils and
James has 2 pencils. How many pencils do Josh and James have all
together?
In first grade you are just learning how to add
and subtract within 20. Here is a word problem
that uses subtracting. Levi has 5 gummy bears,
then John takes 3 of his gummy bears. How
many gummy bears does Levi have left?

1

If you look
closely you
can see
math
everywhere

In 2nd grade you are learning how to add and subtract within 100. Here is
a word problem that uses adding and subtracting. Jamie has 32 markers,
Lucas gives her 33 more markers, then Jordan takes 12 markers. How
many markers does Jamie have left?

Math Tips
Stay organized

k

2

Math is
the
basis of
all
subjects

Line up your digits
Read the entire problem
Show your work
Memorize your math facts
Study for you math tests
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Tricks
In 3 grade you learn how to multiply simple numbers . Also you learn
how to add and subtract within 100. Here is a word problem that uses
multiplication. Simon has 3 hockey sticks. Cecily has 3 times as many
hockey sticks as Simon. How many Hockey sticks does Cecily have in all?

3

In 4th grade you learn long division, complex multiplication and multi step
word problems. Here is word a problem that uses long division. Joe has a
sticker collection of 3,981 stickers. He wants to divide his collection into
3 equal piles. How many stickers are in each pile?

4

In 5th grade you learn order of operations. You also learn how to divide 2
digits by 4 digits and you learn how to multiply 3 digits by 3 digits. Here
is a word problem that uses long division. Emmeline has 3,269 books she
wants to put the books in 20 equal piles. How many books will go in each
pile?

5

Shapes and
arcs are all
geometry
which is a
form of math

Created by
Vyom Sambhy
and Simon
George

MATH IS AWESOME

History Of Jefferson Road

The map above is the
original floor plan of
Jefferson road. You will
notice the school hasn’t
changed much. They
added the wing with the
science room and our
classroom. Also you see
there was a sixth grade
and four classes in each
grade back then.

Did You Know?
•
•
•
•

The school was built in
1958
Students didn’t have
science or computer lab
back then.
JRE had a bookstore for a
long time.
Grades K-2 went to school
around 8:40, and grades 36 went at 9:00
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Kindergarten





Piggy and Gerald
No David
Pigeon
Horis and Moris
but mostly Deloris
 Chicka-Chicka
Boom-Boom

First Grade

o Piggy and Gerald

love to read
o Captain Under 

Pants

o Garfield

o Dog man
o The Good for
Nothing Button 



Second Grade
Diary of a wimpy kid
Hugo Cabret
Magic Tree house
Falling up
Where the Sidewalk
Ends
A Light in the Attic
Stick dog
Please Write in this Book

BOOKS!!!!!!
Third Grade

Fourth Grade Fifth Grade

 Lemonade War
 All the Wrong
 Hello Universe
 Finding Winn Dixie
Questions
 Tangle of Knots
 Creature from my
 Orphan Island
 Percy Jackson
Closet
 Harry Potter
 A Boy Called
 A-Z Mystery
 George
Christmas
 Wonder
Washington's
 Iggy’s House
 Series of
Socks
 Orphan Island
Unfortunate Events
- Levi Borrelli, Victoria Pimentel, Vivian Dickerson
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Student Council 2018-19
WHAT STUDENT COUNCIL IS & DOES:
Student council is a group of elected
classmates that represents their class.
There are 3 representatives from each 5th
and 4th grade class. Our student
government is composed of 18 students
four of those students are special offices.
Student council votes on charities, school
goals, flag day, carnival and more. Student
council members use their extra time to
help out on fun school activities.

Roller-skating 2019

SPECIAL OFFICES:
President- leads
meetings
Vice President- Subs for
President
Secretary- takes
attendance and writes
down notes
Treasurer- handles
money

HOW TO GET INTO STUDENT COUNCIL & SPECIAL OFFICE
To run for student council you have to be in 4th or 5th grade. You
need to make a persuasive speech and if you want to you may make a
poster. You will read your speech aloud to your classmates, and they will
vote on the candidates. The three candidates with the most votes will go
into student council. Once your in student council you may run for a
special office. Again, you will make a speech and several posters and hang
your posters around the school. On election day you will read your
speech aloud in front of the 3rd, 4th, and 5th graders, against the other
candidates, the winners will be announced on the following Monday.
By Jackson Birch and Jamie Lyn Earley
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Jeff Road

Our question:
was What do

you enjoy most
about JRE?

Interviews by, Madelenne Dunphy,
Matthew Boufford, Kate Pinto and
Kane Sauer.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Mr. Clark
“I love working with our teachers
as they work with kids. I really
love the size of the building
because I know all of the kids. If
the building was larger then I
wouldn’t know all the kids.”

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Kindergarten
Elijah said, “I like recess and my friends that I play with.”

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2nd Grade
1st Grade
|
Oliver said, “I like that
Teagan said, “I like that
|
I have friends that are
everyone is nice.”
|
really nice.”
|
---------------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------|
4th
| Tilly said, “Roller skating
3rd Grade
Emma said, ”That I get
| parties and special
to see my friends every
| events. I also enjoy
writing and learning.”
day.”
|
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5th grade
Kristina said, ”I like special events like roller skating parties, also specials, like art and PE.”

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Pittsford Pride Winners
JRE interview: How do you think you earned this
award: a fifth grader Leah, ”I think I earned this
because I was nice and kind to other people.”
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School Hack of this Issue:
A hack is a clever way of doing
something!

How to keep your
bin at a table clean
•

•

Stack your folders on the
bottom (big stuff)
Binder under folders

How to keep
your desk clean
•
•
•
•

Stack your folders on the bottom
(big stuff)
Pencil case off to one side with
erasers
Binder under folders
Books on the other side

By, Cecily Kaul, Josh Angona, and Lucas Livernash
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ORGANIZATION!
Fifth Grader Madelenne Dunphy in Mrs.
Kokinda’s class says “I recommend putting the
binders at the bottom and books on one side.”
Madelenne Dunphy

Fifth Graders from Mrs. Rose’s class say that the spelling book goes on
the bottom, then folders, then notebooks, then journals, books and lastly
pencil case.

Tyler Allen

Kenzie Swartz

Lindsey Shen

Fifth Graders in Mrs. Polvino’s class said “They put the pencil case to the
side” and they also said they clean it every few months.

Connor Culliton

Payton Hamilton

Martina Tziamtzis

Made By: Sophia Rupright and Elise Pinto

How To Make A Marshmallow Olaf
THE INGREDIENTS
•
•
•
•

Jamie Lyn
Earley on
the left,
Killian Beck
on the
right.

MAKING THE BODY
First, you attach a big marshmallow to
another big marshmallow, sticking a pretzel
stick down the middle of both marshmallows.
Then, add two small marshmallows to the
bottom of one of the big marshmallows,
connect the small marshmallows with a
pretzel stick.
Elise Pinto’s
snowman

Irene Cranston’s
snowman is on
the left. Leah
Klueber’s
snowman is on
the right

2 Large Marshmallows
2 Small Marshmallows
4 Raisins
4-5 pretzels

ADDING THE DETAILS
Second, stick one half of a pretzel stick in the bottom
part of the big marshmallow for the arms of Olaf. Then
break a pretzel stick and stick it in the top marshmallow
so it gives Olaf a nose. Put two raisins on top
marshmallow for eyes, and two on the bottom for the
buttons.

THE FINISHING TOUCHES
Finally, add any style of hair you want your
marshmallow Olaf to have, put him on a plate, and
enjoy!!!!!

Enter a drawing contest for this magazine by drawing a homemade
drawing and then labeling it with your name and grade. Bring it to Mrs.
Kokinda’s fifth grade classroom by March 29 th. Your drawing could be
in the next issue of this magazine! GOOD LUCK!!!
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